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Edge clutter rejection for PPI radar images
Weishi Chen

China Academy of Civil Aviation Science and Technology, Beihang University, Beijing, China, and

Huansheng Ning
School of Electronics and Information Engineering, Beihang University, Beijing, China

Abstract
Purpose – Incoherent primary radar is an applicable means for security surveillance of low-altitude airspace. An experimental airspace surveillance
radar system has been developed for such applications. Target detector based on radar images is a powerful technique for the system. The main
difficulty in designing such a detector is the rejection of heavy edge clutter for the plane position indicator (PPI) radar images after background
subtraction.
Design/methodology/approach – The paper proposes an edge clutter rejection (ECR) detector with spatial characteristics to detect target instead of
sheer threshold segmentation.
Findings – The paper chooses the optimal parameter values for the ECR detector and compares it with the existing techniques. Detection results show
that the proposed detector achieves higher probability of detection with low false alarm rate, outperforming the fixed-threshold detector and the
popular constant false alarm rate detectors. The ECR detector also presents limited computational cost due to its concentration on the pixels detected
by the fixed-threshold algorithm with low threshold.
Practical implications – The aviation security of low-altitude airspace can be greatly increased by designing affordable airspace surveillance radar
system.
Originality/value – The paper presents critical techniques for clutter rejection with PPI images, which is a significant part of the surveillance system.

Keywords Surveillance, CFAR, Clutter rejection, False alarm rate, Incoherent primary radar

Paper type Research paper

Introduction

Generally, low-altitude airspace is the weak component of

aviation safety surveillance and defense due to its limitation in

technology and equipment. With the development of general

aviation industry, safety monitor for low-altitude airspace has

become a significant task of air defense system, in order to

ensure safety of important regions and sensitive targets, such

as border and coastal areas, towns or cities with concentrated

population, high-rise buildings and busy airports (Lv et al.,

2009). Incoherent primary radar, which measures the

azimuths and ranges of targets by detecting their echo

signals, is a technical approach for security surveillance of

low-altitude airspace, due to its low cost, easy installation and

independent working ability. Digital plane position indicator

(PPI) images are always collected by a capture card for the

low-altitude surveillance radar system and processed by

automatic multi-target recognition techniques. Because the

monitoring region is low-altitude airspace with sophisticated

background and heavy clutter while the interesting target is

usually small aircraft with low radar cross-section, adaptive

thresholding method should be used.
How to effectively and timely distinguish targets from

strong clutter environment has been widely studied

(Vicen-Bueno et al., 2009). The main objective of these

studies is the separation of target and clutter with a fixed or

adaptive threshold. A successful thresholding technique

considers each pixel in a more adaptive environment

(e.g. local neighborhood). The most popular adaptive

detection techniques are the constant false alarm rate

(CFAR) processors, which includes several improved

processors such as the well-known cell averaging (CA)

CFAR processor, the greatest of (GO) CFAR processor, the

smallest of (SO) CFAR processor and the ordered statistics

(OS) CFAR (He et al., 2006). All these CFAR schemes set

the threshold adaptively using estimated noise power by

processing the reference cells surrounding the cell under

investigation (Gandhi et al., 1988). Hammoudi and Soltani

(2004) improved the CA-CFAR and OS-CFAR detectors

using fuzzy fusion rules in homogeneous and non-

homogeneous backgrounds. Non-linear techniques based on

artificial neural networks have been used these years. The ship

detection in sea clutter could be solved by multilayer

perceptrons (MLPs) without any prior knowledge of the

statistical distributions (Vicen-Bueno et al., 2011).

Furthermore, targets mapped in images are always grey

spots with high congregated degree, whereas, the clutters are

independently distributed with lower congregated degree.

This spatial characteristic was used in Li et al. (2009) to

detect dim targets in a heavy clutter environment.
However, little study has been reported on specific

techniques for target detection in low-altitude airspace from
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the PPI radar images, which is the subject of this paper.

The PPI radar images were collected by our in-house airspace

surveillance radar system. Due to the vertical coverage width

of the radar beam, most of the echoes mapped in low-altitude

PPI radar images are caused by objects on the ground

(e.g. trees and buildings, etc.). Therefore, background

subtraction is necessary. It should be noted that the edged

echoes of the stationary background objects vary in

continuous frames of the sequence, so the background

information cannot be totally suppressed by background

subtraction, leading to the serious inference of the edge

background clutters. We propose an edge clutter rejection

(ECR) detector with spatial characteristics instead of classical

thresholding, leading to much easier rejection of the edged

clutters.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The

second section introduces the data processing scheme of

Beihang experimental airspace surveillance radar (BH-ASR).

The third section, the details of the proposed clutter rejection

method based on spatial characteristics are described, and

several comparative algorithms are presented as references.

The experimental results against ground-truth data are

provided in the fourth section to demonstrate the

performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, some

conclusions close the paper.

Beihang experimental airspace surveillance radar

BH-ASR is a platform with further improvements based on

the BHU avian radar experimental system (Ning et al., 2010).
The system has been tested at Shahe Reservoir, Beijing, and

Nanyang Airport, Henan Province, central China. The out-

field experiment is shown in Figure 1(a). We use X-band

marine radar (Model 1941 Mark-2) as the sensor, whose

working frequency is 9,410MHz. Original PPI radar images

(O) is collected by the capture card every 2.5 s and processed

by the in-house data processing scheme shown in Figure 1(b).
The data processing scheme consists of three steps of

background subtraction, clutter rejection and measurement

extraction. Background subtraction is the first step in target

detection, so it is essential to construct an adaptive

background image. Since the background changes with time

due to the variations of the surrounding environment, the

background image is usually updated as a time averaged

version of the input image sequence periodically for

engineering applications. After background subtraction,

there is still a large quantity of clutter in the foreground

image (F), especially distributed around the edge of the

background objects, say edged clutter in this paper, so further

clutter rejection is necessary. Generally, threshold calculation

is the basic step for clutter suppression, since if the thresholds

are too high, no targets will be seen. If the thresholds are too

low, the system will be swamped with false alarms from

clutter. In this paper, instead of merely depending on pixel

intensity information from F, spatial distribution information

from O is adopted for clutter rejection which will be discussed

in detail in clutter rejection with spatial characteristics, named

as the ECR detector. Then, the target pixels are labeled with 1

and the others with 0 in the binary image (B). In the third

step, every connected area labeled 1 in B is considered as a

measurement, whereas the center coordinates of these areas

are extracted. Finally, the measurements are plotted on a

satellite map or coordinate system in real time, and recorded

to a database for further analysis.

Clutter rejection technique for PPI radar images

Detection of low-altitude targets in PPI radar images is a

challenge for incoherent primary radar due to the interference

of edged clutters, whose intensities are sometimes even

stronger than the real targets. Traditional segmentation

method is commonly used with low detection threshold to

increase the sensitivity of radar but the false alarm rate also

increases as an unwanted side effect, so effective tracking

approach is necessary to mitigate this effect at the cost of high

computation load. In this section, we consider the spatial

information in PPI images and propose an ECR detector,

which is the main contribution of this paper. Then, several

comparative algorithms are presented.

Clutter rejection with spatial characteristics

To detect target in a PPI radar image, background

information is subtracted from raw data first. However, after

background subtraction, there is still a great deal of clutter

Figure 1 BH-ASR system

Background subtraction

Measurement extraction

Original Radar image (O)

Plotted radar map

Notes: (a) Out-field experiment; (b) data processing scheme

(b)(a)

Clutter rejection

B

F
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distributed around the edge of the stationary background

objects, which is caused by unstable echoes from them.

Compared with clutter, low-altitude target mapped in PPI

radar image is an isolated gray spot with congregated degree

in the relatively pure airspace. This spatial characteristic could

be fully utilized to develop a new detection approach, say

ECR detector.
Before the introduction of the ECR detector, two definitions

should be given first. In the context of target detection,

the detector is performed at the pixels of the subtracted

image, including A false alarm pixels and B target pixels, thus

we have many such binary tests, where the two possible

outcomes are commonly denoted by H0 ¼ 0 and H1 ¼ 1,

corresponding to the null and positive hypotheses,

respectively (McHugh et al., 2009). The decision rule maps

each of the observations into a decision of either H0 or H1.

To facilitate further discussion, the definitions of some

variables are illustrated in Table I.
With these variables, we define two important evaluation

criteria which are probability of detection (Pd) and probability

of false alarms (Pfa):

Pd ¼ T=B ð1Þ

P fa ¼ F=A ð2Þ

First, the subtracted image is binarized by the fixed-threshold

approach, which is the simplest and most classical detector.

The primary detection result BFT(i, j, k) is given:

BFTði; j; kÞ ¼
1

0

(
if Fði; j; kÞ . SFT

others
; ð3Þ

where F(i, j, k) represents the intensity value of the (i, j) pixel

in the kth foreground image after background subtraction,

and SFT is the fixed threshold. In this step, the threshold is

usually set low enough to obtain a high Pd at the cost of an

increase in Pfa. Subsequently, we could use the ECR detector

to reject the clutters, reducing the Pfa to a low level. The

rejection is done based on the result given by equation (3):

BECRði; j; kÞ ¼
1

0

(
if DECRði; j; kÞ,SECR andBFTði; j; kÞ ¼ 1

others
:

ð4Þ

where SECR is the edged clutter threshold. It is worth

emphasizing that the ECR detector is exclusively applied to

the pixels with BFT(i, j, k) ¼ 1, which are the primary

detection results in the foreground image. The inclusion of

this condition could greatly reduce the computational cost.

And, the DECR(i, j, k) is calculated as below:

DECRði; j; kÞ ¼

PLout=2
m¼2Lout=2

PW out=2
n¼2W out=2

Oði þm; j þ n; kÞ

2
PLin=2

m¼2Lin=2

PW in=2
n¼2W in=2

Oði þm; j þ n; kÞ

Wout ·Lout 2Win ·Lin

;

ð5Þ

where O(i, j, k) represents the intensity value of the (i, j) pixel

in the kth original image. The function gives the mean

intensity value of the interesting area, which is the fringe part

in Figure 2, where Win and Lin are the width and length range

of the inside region and Wout and Lout are that of the outside

region. Here, we set the outside range to Wout ¼ 2Win and

Lout ¼ 2Lin. Obviously, the pixel surrounded by the

background echoes is more likely to be labeled as clutter

than the one with relatively pure neighbors.

Compared algorithms

In our experiments, we compare the ECR algorithm with

three other existing algorithms:
1 The fixed threshold, which is the simplest thresholding

approach as equation (3), selects a global threshold value

for the whole image.
2 The CA-CFAR processor (Gandhi et al., 1988), which

adaptively sets the threshold by estimating the mean level

in a window of N range cells, is the optimum CFAR

processor to maximize the detection probability. A target

is declared to be present if the examined pixel exceeds the

threshold SFTDCA, where SFT is a constant scale factor

used to achieve a desired constant false alarm probability

for a given window of size N and DCA is calculated as:

DCAði; j;kÞ¼
1

N

X2s

n¼2N=2

Fði; jþn;kÞþ
XN=2

n¼s

Fði; jþn;kÞ

0
@

1
A;

ð6Þ

where s represents the size of the inside protected region.

Then, the output of the CA-CFAR processor is:

Figure 2 ECR detector mask

(i, j)

Wout

LoutLin

Win

Table I Definitions of some variables

True H0 True H1

Declared H0 A-F B-T
Declared H1 F T
Total A B
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BCAði; j; kÞ ¼
1

0

(
if Fði; j; kÞ . SFT ·DCAði; j; kÞ

others
:

ð7Þ

3 The SO-CFAR processor is an alternative CFAR

procedure, in which the threshold is obtained from the

smallest sample of the reference window. The range

samples are first ordered according to their magnitudes,

and the statistic DSO(i, j, k) is taken to be the smallest

sample of {F(i, j þ n, k), n ¼ [2N/2, . . . , 2s, s, . . . , N/2]}.

So, the output of the SO-CFAR processor is:

BSOði; j; kÞ ¼
1

0

(
if Fði; j; kÞ . SFT ·DSOði; j; kÞ

others
;

ð8Þ

where SFT is also used as the constant scale factor.

Experimental results

The above techniques have been applied to a sequence of PPI

radar images: more specifically, one sequence of 24 frames

tracking a vehicle, which is collected during the experiments

at Nanyang Airport in October 2008. Note that the vehicle is

not a target in low-altitude airspace in the strict sense;

however, we take it as a substitute due to its easy

controllability. The BH-ASR system was operated on the

grassland beside the runway powered by a 24V battery, when

the vehicle target was running on the taxiway and the runway.

The scanning period of the radar antenna is 2.5 s, so the

capture card transforms the radar data received as function of

range and azimuth into an x-y format every 2.5 s (24 frames

per minute). The processed image is a 456 £ 456 pixel

selection of the central part of the radar display. The grey

value of each pixel is coded as an integer in the range of

(0, 255). The spatial resolution of the radar image, which is

the distance between two pixels, is set to 2m.
Figure 3 shows one frame from the radar image sequence

for test and its subtracted result. The original image is shown

in Figure 3(a), the vehicle target is circled and the background

objects including wood and grassland are also indicated. Most

of the background objects are non-rigid and quasi-static

(e.g. fluttering leaves and grass) that their radar echoes are

unstable and vary randomly on the edges. Figure 3(b) shows

the manually generated ground-truth image following the
procedures explained in Vicen-Bueno et al. (2011). After

statistical study of the length and width of the vehicle based
on the image sequence, the vehicle is modeled and its edges

are labeled manually to approximate to the real shape of the
target. The ideal ground-truth labels are binary, when each

pixel of the target is indicated by 1 and the background by 0.
This ideal image is needed for the estimations of Pd and Pfa in
the designing of the detectors. Figure 3(c) shows the result

after background subtraction. The background image is the
mean output of the original image sequence. In the

foreground image, the inside parts of the background
objects are almost rejected whereas their marginal regions

remain, whose intensities are sometimes even stronger than
the real target. In the following experiments, the proposed

ECR detector and the other compared detectors are applied
on this foreground image. As analyzed in clutter rejection with

spatial characteristics, the ECR detector is used for clutter
rejection in addition to the fixed-threshold approach.
Figure 4 shows the probabilities of detection versus false

alarms with the variation of the threshold, while Figure 5 shows
the results of four algorithms with the Pd of 100 percent. It is

encouraging that the inclusion of the ECR detector greatly
improves the performance over the fixed-threshold approach

and over the CFAR approaches. Thus, for a given Pd, the ECR
detector results in a lower Pfa than the other procedures,

while for a given Pfa it produces a much higher Pd. Since the
probability density functions of the pixels under H0 and H1 are

not known, numerical experimentswith different thresholds are
used to estimate both probabilities. Once a corresponding
output image is obtained for a certain threshold, both

probabilities are estimated by equations (1) and (2). For the
comparative algorithms, the threshold SFT is swept from 0 to

120with the step of 2.Weuse the referencewindowwithN ¼ 24
in equation (6) for the CA-CFAR processor with a protected

windowof the size of s ¼ 8.For the SO-CFARprocessor,weuse
the same size of the reference window as for CA-CFAR.

Figure 5(a)-(c) provides the best detection results of the three
comparative algorithms with the lowest number of false alarms
when Pd is 100 percent; the fixed threshold is set to SFT ¼ 32.

To reduce the false alarms without a decrease in Pd, we use the
ECR detector mask withWin ¼ 16 and Lin ¼ 16 to the result in

Figure 5(a), and the clutter rejection threshold is set at
SECR ¼ 12. Clearly, when Pd remains at 1, the inclusion of the

Figure 3 Radar image for test

wood

vehicle

grassland

(a) (b)

Notes: (a) Original image; (b) ground-truth labels; (c) foreground image

(c)
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ECR detector (Figure 5(d)) results in a significant decrease

of false alarms compared to the other three algorithms

(Figure 5(a)-(c)).
Efficiency of the detector is an important factor to the

performance evaluation, sowe record the computational cost of

the four detectors for one image running inMatlab environment

with 2.66GCPU(Table II).TheCFARdetectors are applied to

all the pixels of the image, containing A þ B pixels, while the

ECRdetector exclusively considers the detected pixels by fixed-

threshold with 100 percent Pd, including a total of

(A ·Pfa þ B ·Pd) pixels. Since Pfa is usually at the magnitude

of 1022 when Pd achieves 100 percent, the number of pixels

concernedby theECRdetector accounts formerely 1percent of

those by CFAR detectors. Actually, the ECR detector

remarkably improves the performance only with a slight

increase in computational cost.

Figure 4 Performance comparison for target detection with the ECR
detector on the data from Figure 3(c)

10–4 10–3 10–2 10–1
0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

1.05

Pfa

P
d

CA-CFAR
SO-CFAR
Fixed-Threshold
Fixed-Threshold+ECR

Figure 5 Detection results with four algorithms where Pd ¼ 1

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Notes: (a) Fixed-threshold (Pfa = 0.0174); (b) CA-CFAR (Pfa = 0.0037); (c) SO-CFAR
(Pfa = 0.0165); (d) fixed-threshold + ECR (Pfa = 0.0001)
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The design of ECRdetector mask shown in Figure 2 is important

to achieve the best performance. Four parameters are considered

for the detectormask:Win,Lin,Wout andLout. In this paper, we fix

the scale between the outside and inside regions to two, and then

only the values of Win and Lin are varied. Figure 6 shows the

performance achieved whenWin is fixed at 8 and the value of Lin

changes. ThePfa 2 Pd pairs depend on the increase of SECR from

0 to 120. As observed, the selections of Lin ¼ 8 and 10 give the

best results. This can be explained that the inside area of themask

with lower Lin cannot contain total information from the target

and thepixels of the fringe area inFigure 2 shouldall belong to the

background, removing the interferences from the target as much

as possible.
After clutter rejection with the ECR detector, measurements

are extracted from the binary image. Figure 7 shows the

detection results of a vehicle from 24 frames of the sequence.

All measurements are indicated by a square symbol at the

current position and overlaid on the background image. From

the figure, it is shown that the measurements include the target

and small amount of false alarms. The measurements which

constitute the trajectory belong to the target while the randomly

distributed ones are false alarms. Note that sometimes there is

more than one sign for the target in certain frames when it is

divided by the range ring. Clearly, the ECR detector effectively

realizes the surveillance of targets in low-altitude airspace with

incoherent primary radar and reduces the number of clutters to

the greatest degree.

Conclusion

Clutter rejection technique for low-altitude surveillance system

with incoherent primary radar is studied in this paper.

The proposed ECR detector utilizes the spatial characteristics

of the target in low-altitude airspace and the edged clutters to

separate target from the PPI radar images. After analysis of the

results present in this paper, several conclusions can be

extracted. The most important one is that the ECR detector is

suitable for clutter rejection in PPI radar image of low-altitude

airspace, outperforming the fixed-threshold detector and the

popular CFAR detectors. For a Pd ¼ 1, the value of Pfa is

reduced by approximate 0.017, 0.004 and 0.016 with the ECR

detector, respectively, with respect to the detectors of fixed-

threshold, CA-CFAR and SO-CFAR. Moreover, the

computational time cost does not increase much in the ECR

detector than the fixed-threshold detector.
For future work, the proposed ECR detector could be

optimized by changing the size and shape of the detection

mask according to different targets. It may also be interesting

to test the generalization capability of the ECR detector for

radar images collected in various low-altitude environments.

For example, the situations when multiple targets are so

closely spaced should be considered. The proposed algorithm

could also be compared with other algorithms, such as the

popular target detection algorithms for video surveillance:
. thevisual backgroundextractor (BarnichandVan,2011); and
. the non-parametric background modeling algorithm

(Elgammal et al., 2000).

Otherwise, the target detection algorithm could be combined

with the tracking algorithm in order to improve the results,

which is the subject of further investigation.
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Table II Computational time cost (s)

Fixed-threshold CA-CFAR SO-CFAR Fixed-threshold 1 ECR

0.004 4.730 2.976 0.219
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